Abstract. The Barcelona Test has proved to be very suitable for the systematic control of the tensile properties of Fibre Reinforced Concrete (FRC). Nevertheless, the need to measure the total circumferential opening displacement (TCOD) of the specimen entails the use of an expensive circumferential extensometer. In order to simplify the test, studies from the literature propose the use of the axial displacement of the press (d) instead of the TCOD, obtaining empirical equations to correlate the energy estimated with both measurements. However, these equations are only valid for d ranging from 1 to 4 mm and were adjusted based on the test results of just a few types of FRC. The verification of this formulation for other types of FRC shows an average error of 51.1%, thus limiting the simplification proposed for the test. In this paper, a new analytical model to convert the d into the TCOD is developed and validated for a wide range of FRC. Besides being applicable to the whole range of d, the new model provides a clear physical understanding of the main mechanism observed during the test and shows an average error of only 6.7%, making it possible to simplify the Barcelona test.
Introduction
The recent publication of regulations and instructions (Walraven 2009; Blanco et al. 2013 ) about fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) has led to a significant increase in the application of this material for structural purposes in the past years (Serna et al. 2009; de la Fuente et al. 2012; Klein et al. 2011; . This increase should be accompanied by the development of reliable and economical control methods for the characterization of the mechanical properties of the FRC, specially its post-cracking behavior (Di Prisco et al. 2009; Torrents et al. 2012) .
The majority of methods currently used to characterize the post-cracking behaviour of FRC (de Montaignac et al. 2012) are based on bending tests of prismatic beams (Molins et al. 2006) loaded at mid span (EN 14651:2005 (EN 14651: 2005 or with two loads applied at one third of the span (NBN B 15-238 1992; ASTM C-1018 ASTM C- 1997 . All these test methods show large scattering (frequently over 20%) and require the use of heavy specimens that are difficult to transport and set up (Molins et al. 2009; Parmentier et al. 2008) .
To overcome these drawbacks, a modified double punching test known as Barcelona test was developed to measure the tensile behaviour of FRC (Molins et al. 2009 ). In the latter, two steel cylindrical punches arranged concentrically above and below the specimen transmit the load applied by the plates of the press that approach each other at a constant relative rate (Fig. 1a ). This generates a radial tensile stress that causes between 2 and 4 radial cracks as well as the formation of two conical wedges at the specimen, as shown in Fig. 1b .
During the test, the load applied by the press and the total circumferential opening displacement (TCOD) measured with a circumferential extensometer are recorded (UNE 83515:2010 (UNE 83515: 2010 . These results are then used to estimate FRC residual strength and toughness. The circumferential extensometer is expensive equipment, which is uncommon in most control laboratories. This fact limits considerably the application of the Barcelona test.
In order to simplify and make the test more accessible, an alternative measuring procedure was proposed by Carmona Malatesta et al. (2012) to avoid using the circumferential extensometer. The authors conducted an extensive laboratory research to derive an experimental correlation between the energy calculated with the TCOD and the energy calculated with the axial displacement of the press (d). The results obtained by the authors indicate that this axial displacement measured in almost all presses may be used to estimate the toughness of the FRC, thus extending the application of the Barcelona test to conditions found in practically any control laboratory.
However, the correlations achieved by Carmona Malatesta et al. (2012) have severe limitations. For once, they relate the toughness calculated with the TCOD and the obtained with the d, but not the direct measurement. Moreover, they are empirical and do not represent the physical mechanisms involved in the tensile failure of the FRC during the test.
It is important to remark that the correlations proposed are only valid for d ranging from 1 mm to 4 mm and were obtained from the test results of just a few types of FRC. This clearly restricts its application to the types of fibres and concretes used in the experimental program conducted by Carmona Malatesta et al. (2012) . In fact, the verification of the correlations for other types of FRC shows an average error of 51.1%.
Given the considerable associate error, the correlations proposed by Carmona Malatesta et al. (2012) in reality do not allow the simplification proposed for the Barcelona test. In this context, a more general, straightforward and accurate model to convert the d into the TCOD is yet required.
Taking that into account this paper pursues the following objectives:
-Analyse the theoretical mechanic and kinematic relation between the TCOD and the d in order to provide a clear physical understanding of the main mechanism observed during the Barcelona test; -Propose an analytical model for the whole extent of the test curve that allows a generalization of the Barcelona test by using the d to determine the TCOD (not only the toughness as in the correlations from Carmona Malatesta et al.
); -Validate the model proposed using the data from several experimental programs with different types of concrete as well as several types and amounts of fibres.
For that, based on the analysis of fracture mechanics of the Barcelona, a new analytical model is proposed. The model is then validated with a wide range of experimental data and compared with the correlation proposed by Carmona Malatesta et al. (2012) . The results obtained indicate that the analytical model developed in this paper represents a considerable improvement of the correlations from the literature, showing an average error 7.6 times smaller (only 6.7%) and making the simplification of the Barcelona test feasible.
Fracture mechanics of the Barcelona test

General overview
During the test, the specimen undergoes three different phases depending on its integrity and on the resistant mechanism. The Stage 1 coincides with the initial application of load. The internal stress generated is resisted by the concrete matrix that presents no major cracks (Fig. 2a) . Once the stress reaches the tensile strength of the material, the specimen enters Stage 2. The upper and lower wedges are abruptly formed. According to several authors, these wedges present a conical shape with a diameter equal to that of the punches used in the test (Chen 1970; Bortolotti 1988; Molins et al. 2009; UNE 83515:2010 UNE 83515: 2010 Carmona Malatesta et al. 2012) . Major cracks appear, dividing the specimen in parts that are kept together by the fibres bridging the cracks (Fig. 2b) . As the cracks stabilize, the Stage 3 begins, following a kinematic mechanism that involves sliding between the conical wedge and the fragmented specimen, as illustrated in Fig. 2c .
Although some variations regarding the number and the opening of cracks may occur, for the purpose of the mathematical deductions a simplification is considered. As usually occurs during the test, it is assumed that the number of major cracks may be clearly identified and that the crack opening produces a uniform displacement of the fragmented specimen. A more detailed description of the specificities and the expressions governing each stage are presented in the following sections to provide a better understanding on the physical mechanisms involved. To facilitate the comprehension of the mathematical deduction, the Stages 1 and 3 are presented before the Stage 2. Fig. 3a presents a typical curve obtained in the Barcelona test that relate the load applied (y axis) and TCOD (x axis), whereas Fig. 3b represents the corresponding curve in terms of the axial displacement (d). In both cases, the stage 1 starts at the origin (0.0) and extends up to the cracking of the specimen for a TCOD, a d and a load equal to TCOD cr, d cr and F cr , respectively.
Stage 1
For low load levels there is a considerable difference between the TCOD and the d measured. The latter show bigger values and an initial nonlinear tendency highlighted in Fig. 3b . This is attributed to the casting imperfections ( Fig. 3c ) and inherent instabilities of the test setup for low load levels. Once the coupling has taken place, the curve clearly shows an almost linear tendency that may be easily used to correct the initial nonlinearity.
In this stage, the TCOD measured is mainly attributed to the Poisson effect and the micro-cracking of the concrete matrix. As shown in Fig. 3a , the TCOD values obtained are small in comparison with those from other stages in which severe cracking has taken place. Therefore, with little margin to error, it is considered that the TCOD is 0 in stage 1 (see Eq. 1) regardless of the value of d:
(1)
Stage 3
This stage starts once the major cracks stabilize, corresponding to the stretch where the residual strength appear, that is, from the coordinates (d R,0 , F R,0 ) in Fig. 3b on. In this case, the different concrete blocks formed by the radial cracks behave as rigid bodies connected with each other by the fibres bridging the cracks. The displacement of the punches forces the conical wedge to penetrate the specimen, causing a lateral displacement (d) of the adjacent concrete blocks. The equation that defines this mechanism may be obtained through a kinematic relation between the geometry of the conical wedge and the axial displacement (d). It is assumed that the n number of resulting blocks generated move as rigid 
Fig. 5 illustrates a front view of the test and the kinematic mechanism according to which the penetration of the conical wedge causes the lateral displacement (d) of the concrete blocks. Notice that the magnitude of d is related to the axial displacement of the conical wedge (Dd c ), the diameter (a) and the height (l) of the conical wedge.
Applying the Thales theorem to the triangles defined by the movement of the wedge allow the definition of Eq. (4) to estimate the lateral displacement (d):
It is important to remark that the press usually records the total variation of the axial displacement (Dd) that should equal the sum of the vertical displacements of the punches (Dd c ) located at the top and at the bottom of the specimen.
Assuming a symmetric movement, each punch should be responsible for half of the total displacement (Eq. (5)). By combining Eqs (4) and (5), Eq. (6) is obtained to estimate the lateral displacement of the blocks (d):
The substitution of Eq. (6) in Eq. (2) yields Eq. (7) that should be used for the assessment of the variations in the TCOD depending on the variation of the axial displacement (Dd) of the press. Notice that, in Stage 3, there is a linear relation between both parameters:
According to Eq. (8), the absolute TCOD in Stage 3 is calculated by the sum of the variation D(TCOD) and the TCOD measured by the end of Stage 2 (TCOD max,St2 ), which will be deducted in the next section. In this case, the TCOD may be estimated in Eq. (9) obtained after substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (8) and considering that the variation of the axial displacement (Dd) is given by (d (d R,0 ) in Stage 3:
The Stage 2 marks the transition between the mechanisms described in Section 2.2 and 2. Fig. 6a ). In reality, however, the specimen is not cracked at the beginning of the test, so that initially it would behave according to Stage 1, showing an axial displacement of the press (d) that increases whereas the TCOD remains close to 0 (Fig. 6a) . Once the stress reaches the maximum tensile strength of plain concrete, cracks would appear rendering inactive the existing resistant mechanism of Stage 1. Since the amount of fibre is small, there would be almost no restriction to the crack opening. Consequently, the TCOD would increase abruptly until the equilibrium, reaching the value TCOD 0,A corresponding to the new resistant mechanism from Stage 3. In fact, the value of TCOD 0,A may be estimated using Eq. (9) and the axial displacement of the stretch with residual strength (d R,0 ), as shown in Eq. (10):
Suppose now that the same test was performed in a specimen with an intermediate fibre content that led to a softening behaviour, as shown in Fig. 6b . In this situation, a similar outcome would be expected. Nevertheless, due to the greater amount of fibre, a higher restriction to the crack opening would happen so that the equilibrium with Stage 3 would be reached for a TCOD 0,B smaller than TCOD 0,A (Fig. 6b) . From this point on, the specimen would follow the Eq. (7) from Stage 3.
In order to obtain TCOD 0,B it is assumed that the energy released in the change of resistant mechanism from Stages 1 to 3 is proportional to the drop on the maximum strength observed in the test (see Fig.  3b ). This may be represented mathematically by Eq. (11). Notice that the latter is also valid for the specimen with a very small amount of fibre (Fig.  6a) . In such case, the F R,0 is 0 and the TCOD 0,B becomes TCOD 0,A :
The generalization of Eq. (11) for any result in Stage 2 is represented in Eq. (12) by substituting F R,0 by the load applied (F). After combining Eqs (10) and (12), Eq. (13) is obtained to estimate the TCOD in Stage 2:
The same equation remains valid even if the FRC presented a hardening behaviour. In this case, by definition the cracking load would be equal to the initial residual load (F cr 0F R,0 ). Consequently, the TCOD measured in Stage 2 according to Eq. should be 0. In this context, the curve that relates the TCOD and d should approximate the one shown in Fig. 6c . It is important to remark that the TCOD measured by the end of Stage 2 (TCOD max,St2 ) is calculated in Eq. (14), obtained after substituting in Eq. (13) both the limit values of the axial displacement (d R,0 ) and the load applied (F R,0 ) in this stage:
3. Model to convert axial displacement (d) to TCOD Based on the development performed throughout the paper, the correlation between TCOD and d can be described by the tri-linear model presented below. The first two correspond to the Eqs (1) and (13) that represent the behaviour in Stages 1 and 2, respectively. On the other hand, the last equation represents the behaviour in Stage 3, which was obtained after combining Eqs (14) and (11):
The application of the model proposed is direct and valid for the whole extent of the load-axial displacement (d) curve, as shown in Fig. 7 . It depends only on the definition of 6 physical input parameters: F cr , d cr , F R,0 , d R,0 , n, and l. All these parameters are either obtained during the Barcelona test or assessed afterwards upon a visual inspection of the specimen. Then, the equations defined previously are used to convert each value of d to a corresponding TCOD. This allows the definition of the resulting load-TCOD curve.
Length of the conical wedge (l)
The dimension of the conical wedge formed during the test is a topic subject to a certain controversy. It is accepted that the cracking surface of the wedge is determined by the friction angle of the material, represented by k in Fig. 8 . The latter depends of the roughness of the contact surfaces (Fig. 8b) , the interlocking effect between the aggregates used in the concrete and the presence of fibres crossing the contact surface. The latest versions of some structural design codes consider average values of the friction angle (k) between 508 and 608 (Sainz 2010; Carmona Malatesta et al. 2012) for monolithic plain concrete.
The length (l) of the conical wedge may be obtained using this angle and a simple trigonometric relation shown in Eq. (16). In this sense, the range recommended for k corresponds to a length (l) between 22 and 33 mm for plain concrete. However, it has been experimentally demonstrated that the addition of fibres increases both cohesion and internal friction angle of concrete (k) (Sainz 2010) :
As shown in Fig. 9 , the conical wedges extracted from specimens subjected to the Barcelona test consistently indicate a length around 40 mm. This corresponds to a friction angle (k) of approximately 65, a value slightly bigger than the upper limit of the range defined in the literature. Such difference may be attributed to variation in the testing conditions and to the addition of fibres, which are expected to increase k (Sainz 2010). Therefore, in the absence of more detailed experimental data, a length (l) of the conical wedge equal to 40 mm will be assumed for the estimations performed.
Validation with experimental results
Although the method proposed appear to be simple and logical, it is necessary to check its validity against real experimental data. For that, an extensive study of the Barcelona test was performed using the data obtained from previous experimental programs conducted at the Laboratory of Technology Structures of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC).
In order to assure a complete and balanced validation of the model, a wide range of FRC in terms of strength (with softening and hardening), fibre type and fibre content was considered.
Results from 5 concrete mixes were used: 2 FRC with polypropylene fibres (PF); 2 FRC with steel fibres (SF); and 1 Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) with steel microfibres (SMF). The fibre content added and the nomenclature adopted to distinguish these concretes are presented in Table 1 . The number that appears in the place of the letter N in the nomenclature indicates the reference of the specimen tested. The main characteristics of the fibres used are presented in Table 2 .
The Barcelona test was performed in all specimens following the recommendations of (UNE 83515:2010 (UNE 83515: 2010 . Both the TCOD and axial displacement of the press (d) were measured during the test. According to the validation procedure defined, initially the parameters required for the application of the model proposed in this paper are identified (see Table  3 ). The values of F cr , d cr , F R,0 and d R,0 were estimated directly in the curve load-axial displacement of each specimen. A length of the conical wedge (l) of 40 mm was used for all specimens since the direct measurement could not be performed. The assumed number of cracks was 3, according to Molins et al. (2006) . This approach was adopted in order to avoid any biased analysis in favour of the new model developed in this paper.
The data provided in Table 3 is used in the model from section 3 to convert the axial displacement (d) into the TCOD. Finally, the latter is compared with the actual TCOD measured during the test of each specimen. Figs 10 to 14 illustrates the results of the application of the new model proposed in one specimen representative of the different types of concretes tested. In every figure, the first graph shows the curve of the load applied and the axial displacement measured (d) during the test. The second graph presents the curve relating the axial displacement (d) and the TCOD obtained in the test and estimated with the model proposed in Section 4. Likewise, the third graph compares the final TCOD-load curve obtained experimentally and the one estimated theoretically with the new model.
Despite the assumptions concerning the parameters n and l, a very good fit is observed between the experimental and the theoretical results. It is evident that the model proposed in Section 4 is capable of estimating with good accuracy the TCOD of the specimens, regardless of the type of concrete (conventional FRC or UHPFRC), the fibre used (steel or plastic, micro or macro) or the ductility of the material. This was observed for the whole extent of the curves, including TCOD ranging from 0 up to 5 mm.
The new model succeeds in estimating the abrupt increase of the TCOD observed in Stage 2 that becomes more considerable as the fibre content reduces. It is also capable of accounting for the hardening behaviour of the UHPFRC with steel microfibers. As expected, in this case the residual load (F R,0 ) equals the cracking load (F cr ) so that the TCOD measured in Stage 2 is 0. Consequently, the curve relating the TCOD and d approximates the one shown in Fig. 6c . In Figs 15 to 17 the relations between TCOD values measured and predicted with the new model are presented for each series. In Fig. 17b , the data from all specimens are presented together. In every graph a linear regression is performed and the R2 is calculated.
These results reinforce the good accuracy of the model proposed since the slopes of all trending lines are quite close to 1 with R 2 values of approximately 1, regardless of the type of concrete, fibre and postcracking behaviour. In this sense, the trending line with the lowest slope value corresponds to the series FRC_PF_5_N, which is the series with the lower fibre content and consequently with a lower average value of residual strength (F R,0 ).
Comparison with model from literature
The toughness of the FRC is defined as the capacity of the material to absorb energy. In the Barcelona test, (*) no information about the number of cracks was disposed (n 03 was adopted as reference) On the other hand, if the TCOD is considered, the toughness is calculated in Eq. (18), which gives the area below the graph load (F) Á TCOD:
E TCOD ð Þ¼
Recent studies attempted to correlate the results of toughness calculated with circumferential displacement E(TCOD) and the obtained with the axial displacement T(d).
According to Carmona Malatesta et al. In all cases analysed the correlations from Carmona Malatesta et al. (2012) leads to a considerable overestimation of the E(TCOD), being valid only for the final part of the curves. On the other hand, the formulation proposed in this paper shows a good fit with the experimental result for the whole extent of the curve.
In order to quantify the improvement obtained, Table 4 presents the predicted values of E(TCOD B4 mm) for both models and the experimental results. Moreover, the errors of the predictions with the new model for the two families of concrete is quite similar (6.4% for conventional FRC and 7.0% for UHPFRC with high fibre content), despite the big difference between both materials. This indicates that use of the same length of the conical wedge (considered 40 mm) and number of cracks (considered 3) for all types of concrete did not compromise the good fit obtained with the new model, regardless of the changes that might occur in the failure mechanism of each family of concrete.
Anyhow, it is important to remark that the new model proposed includes the number of cracks (n) and the length of conical wedge (l) as input variables. These variables should be measured directly in the specimen after the test and then used to perform the correlation. In other words, the model proposed here is completely opened for the user to consider the specific characteristics of each specimen.
Conclusions
The new model developed in this paper provides a clear physical understanding of the main mechanism observed in the three stages that the specimen undergoes during the Barcelona test.
Based on this, a simple and straightforward analytical model valid for the whole extent of the curve was proposed to directly convert the d into the TCOD. This model considers parameters like the length of the cone (l) and the number of cracks (n) that may be measured after the test for each specimen.
The comparison with the experimental result indicate that the model is capable of predicting accurately the entire load-TCOD curve, regardless of the type of concrete (conventional FRC or UHPFRC), of the type of fibre (steel or plastic, micro or macro) and of the post-cracking behaviour (with hardening or with softening). A good agreement between the measured TCOD and the predicted TCOD values was found for all cases.
The average error of the estimation of the toughness in the new model proposed is 6.7%, whereas the experimental equation from Carmona Malatesta et al. (2012) yields an average error 7.6 times higher (51.1%) for the same group of specimens.
The results obtained in this paper validate the new model proposed, thus allowing a positive simplification of the Barcelona test that can be performed with control of axial displacement instead of with control of TCOD.
